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SHIP REVIEW MSC VIRTUOSA

BY SUE BRYANT

M
SC
Virtuosa
embarked
on its
maiden

voyage on 20 May 2021. There
was little ceremony to this low-
key affair; the ship departed
Southampton in lashing rain
and strong winds, a mere 1,000
passengers on board. This was
in line with the UK government
regulations but well short of the
vessel’s 6,334 capacity.

The three-night voyage along
Britain’s south coast to Portland
and back was groundbreaking
nonetheless. MSC was the first
major line to depart in what is
turning out to be a busy summer of
cruises around the British Isles:
arguably a bold move, given that
the Covid-19 pandemic is far from
over. 

Fresh features for an eager
customer base 

Some 55 per cent of the
passengers on the maiden
voyage were new to cruise – and
therefore new to MSC – enticed
by competitive fares and an all-
inclusive-bar offer. The
gleaming marble and showy
interiors of the ship clearly
made an immediate impact on
a holiday-starved audience.
Just two days into the cruise, Antonio Paradiso, MSC’s
managing director UK & Ireland, was already receiving requests from
passengers to stay on for the next voyage. “It’s very encouraging,”
he told CruiseTimes. “This whole situation has brought new

customers to MSC, and I
believe we will see the same
trends with other cruise
lines.”

MSC has form when it
comes to operating during a
pandemic. The line has
been sailing from Genoa
since August 2020 with
strict Covid-19 protocols in
place, developed by its
COVID-19 Blue Ribbon
Expert Group, a panel of
medical and operational
advisors. At the time of
the first UK departure,
MSC had carried some
65,000 passengers, with
relatively few incidents. A

“tiny percentage”, the line
said, were turned away
at the port after a
positive result in the
pre-departure Covid
tests, and a handful
were unceremoniously
invited to leave the
voyage for straying from
the ship’s “bubble” shore
excursions. 

MSC Virtuosa is a
near carbon copy of MSC
Grandiosa, the first
Meraviglia-Plus class ship
for the line, which was
launched in 2019. Built in
St Nazaire’s Chantiers de
l’Atlantique yard and
delivered in February 2021,
Virtuosa measures 181,541
grt and, like its sister, is 331

m long. Both vessels are equipped with hybrid exhaust gas cleaning
systems and selective catalytic reduction systems, as well as shore-

The audacious launch of 
MSC Virtuosa

MSC Virtuosa’s maiden season in the UK has so far been a
success – but in the era of the pandemic, cruise lines need
to remain agile, as the line has discovered only too quickly. 

TOP: 12 May 2021: MSC Virtuosa arrived in Southampton in advance of her maiden voyage around the British Isles on 20 May 2021. 
Photo: Andrew Sassoli Walker

BOTTOM: MSC Virtuosa, Galleria Virtuosa. Photo: MSC Cruises
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to-ship power connectivity
and an underwater radiated
noise management system.
On both, the Galleria indoor
promenade, expansive pool
area, children’s clubs, VR
games space, main dining
rooms, cabins, and exclusive
Yacht Club enclave have the
same layout.

Virtuosa does, however,
have some features that differ
from those of its sister. MSC
has ended its partnerships with
celebrity chefs like Ramón
Freixa, rebranding some of the
specialty restaurants on board.
What started as Hola! Tapas on
Grandiosa, endorsed by Freixa,
is now Hola! Tacos on Virtuosa,
with a Mexican theme. L’Atelier,
which operates as a French
bistro on Grandiosa, has been
reinvented as Indochine on
Virtuosa, offering upscale
French-Vietnamese cuisine in an
elegant space behind the
L’Atelier bar.

A new venue, the MSC
Starship Club, has been
installed on deck 6, looking
down into the Infinity Atrium.
MSC has made much of this
space, tended by “Rob”, the
first-ever humanoid robotic
bartender at sea. Features of
the bar include 3D holograms
and a 12-seater interactive table
offering galactic games. Some
six years in the making, Rob
speaks eight languages,
according to the guest’s selection
on a digital menu, and is
programmed to prepare and
garnish dozens of cocktails,
delivering chat and commentary in
the process. 

The technology is without doubt
impressive, but whether MSC’s
undisclosed investment will be
repaid remains to be seen. Some of
the exclusive, space-age feel of the
bar is lost because it’s in an open-
plan space with passenger traffic
passing through all the time. The
other issue is the price. On the round-
Britain cruises, all passengers qualify
for basic all-inclusive drinks, so few are willing to pay an additional
£18 for an alcoholic cocktail in an uninspiring souvenir glass. 

Cruising procedures for the
pandemic era 

What the industry is really
watching in these early days
are the changes implemented
to fit the health protocols
required by the countries in
which ships are sailing, from
mandatory mask-wearing to
“bubble” shore excursions.

For Virtuosa’s UK
season, passengers who
are not double-vaccinated
must present a negative
Covid test taken 72 hours
before departure. All
passengers must show
proof of insurance against
Covid at check-in,
something which caught
several short on the
maiden UK voyage,
forcing them to buy
insurance at the terminal
in Southampton before
embarking. Antigen testing
is conducted in the
terminal, with passengers
boarding in strict time slots.
Each guest is required to
wear a plastic bracelet that
will facilitate contact tracing
in the event of a positive
case being detected.

On board, a significant
difference is in the lifeboat
drill. Rather than
mustering, passengers
watch a video in their
cabin and then confirm
that they have attended
the drill by dialling a four-
digit code on their cabin
phone. Only then are
they invited to visit their
muster station,
checking in and then
leaving immediately. 

Mask-wearing is
mandatory
everywhere, indoors
and out, when moving
around the ship, even
during massage
treatments in the

Aurea spa. This is unlikely to change for
the duration of the UK season, a spokesperson for the line said. 

Temperatures are checked digitally before entering any
restaurant. Seating in lounges and bars is socially distanced, with

TOP: MSC Virtuosa, MSC Yacht Club Pool.  CENTRE: MSC Virtuosa, Savannah Aquapark. BOTTOM: MSC Virtuosa, Himalayan Bridge. Photos: MSC Cruises
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THE MOST 
INTELLIGENT 
DOOR IN THE
WORLD

You’ll
see the
difference

Watch the video: 
antti.fi/ehinge

The revolutionary 
e-hinge is an 
invisible ethernet 
cable system at sea.

It looks like an ordinary hinge but comes equipped 

with online access and data transfer. This opens 

a variety of smart options for remote control. 

Everything you need in ship doors, we’ll handle it.
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more than half the seats closed off. There is a cap on the numbers
allowed in each pool, while the thermal suite in the spa remains
closed. Restaurant menus have been replaced with QR codes,
although paper menus are still available on request. Meals in the
specialty restaurants have to be pre-booked on the MSC For Me
app. The Marketplace Buffet is no longer self-service; food is either
pre-plated or dished out by a server from behind a screen. 

Shows in the theatre run at 50 per cent capacity and also have to
be pre-booked. “One of the keys is to avoid people being
concentrated in one place,” said hotel director Alistair Burnett in an
interview with CruiseTimes. “Social distancing is a key factor to our
safety. Traditional activities like a party where you put everyone into
one area have changed. With entertainment we try to artfully provide
smaller-capacity activities in multiple locations, so you won’t really
notice that you’re being dispersed – and each experience
individually is the same high quality as it would be in the other
context.”

Limited capacity cruises are purposefully over-crewed 
Crewing the ship and preparing it for departure have required

strict protocols. Many but not all crew are double-vaccinated so far,
and the focus, in parallel with vaccinations, Burnett told us, is on
creating a safe bubble on board. “All crew take a PCR test within 72
hours of joining,” he said. “Then when they join, they are tested on
board. They go into 14 days’ isolation in their cabin [all crew were
given balcony cabins for this]. At the end of that period, they have

ABOVE: MSC Virtuosa Grand Suite with whirlpool. Photos: MSC Cruises
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another PCR test before
they are released, which
gives us a community of
people who are cleared.”

Isolation time was used
for training. “The TV system
that we use for on-demand
movies became on-demand
training,” explained Burnett.
“We distributed the tablets the
waiters use in the restaurants
so they could practise taking
orders. We did a lot of training
on safety, fire safety, and
information on the health
protocols, too, which is all
verified with tests and exams.”

On the first voyages, there
were more crew than passengers
on board. “Because everything is
functioning, you have more crew
than you would ordinarily need
for this number of guests,” said
Burnett. “We’ve got 21 bars, and
21 bars are open. We’re over-
manned in that respect. But we
don’t want to open only half the
bars – that’s not the message
we want to put across.”

Paradiso added: “We have
learned more about the
passenger flow. The
advantage is that we have a
mobile team. We used to
follow specific timings. Now,
crew are moving from one venue
to another, depending on the
number of people. Rather than
forcing people to have dinner at a
specific time, we have been able to
offer flexible dining, as there are
only 1,000 on board.”

Eleventh-hour restrictions lead 
to surprising disappointments

But sailing in the era of Covid-19
means cruise lines have to remain
constantly agile. MSC Virtuosa was
due to dock at Greenock, the port for
Glasgow, on 9 June, to embark and
disembark passengers. The day
before, this call was cancelled, the
logic being that no cruise ships would
be allowed into Scotland until the whole
country had moved to the lowest level
of Covid-19 restrictions – a situation now not expected until mid-July. 

“There was no reason to expect that we would not be able to call
at Greenock,” a spokesman for MSC told CruiseTimes. “We had for

a number of months met with
the port operator and port
health authority in Greenock to
ensure all plans and
arrangements were in place
for the first call on June 9. So
for the Scottish government
to take a position on cruising
the day before that first call
was a surprise and a
disappointment for us, our
guests, and our local
partners in Scotland.” 

A second blow came
with the extension of
lockdown regulations in
England. Rather than
gradually increasing the
government’s limits of
1,000 passengers or 50
per cent capacity,
starting 21 June, MSC
and other lines found
themselves having to
work within the same
limitations until mid-July.
“Like all of the UK, we had
fully expected that Covid
restrictions would be lifted
on June 21, not least due to
the success of the vaccine
rollout up and down the
country. As such, we
regret that a number of
UK guests will be
affected by this
unfortunate situation
and need to be assisted
to rebook on a later
cruise,” a statement
said.

Government
restrictions and the
annoyance of having
to rebook passengers
notwithstanding,
Paradiso is bullish
about the UK
season. “What we’re
seeing during the
peak season is
bookings from
families,” he told

CruiseTimes. “Because some cruise lines will
only carry vaccinated passengers, a fair share of the market has
been left out. But the fact that we have different protocols has
allowed us to accept bookings from customers who may not have
thought about cruising before.”

TOP: MSC Virtuosa in Southampton. Photo: Andrew Sassoli Walker
CENTRE: MSC Virtuosa Indochine Restaurant. Photo: MSC Cruises

BOTTOM: “Rob”, the first-ever humanoid robotic bartender at sea, in the MSC Starship Club on deck 6. Photo: MSC Cruises


